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ABSTRACT

A simplified version of a model that accounts for distributed damage in
brittle materials is adopted. It is then extended for the study of the effects of
random initial inhomogeneity on material response. A model case regarding ran
dom initial inhomogeneity in a structure (specimen) subjected to uniform static
compression is studied by including pre-processing and appropriate modifica
tions to a general two dimensional finite element program. Prom the numerical
calculations obtained, the character of damage growth in brittle materials is
then studied and discussed.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 General
In recent years, substantial experimental and analytical work has been
performed in order to obtain a better understanding of the behavior of brittle
materials- Based on the existing experimental knowledge, it has long been
recognized that the load-deformation response of structures composed of brittle
materials such as rock and concrete is nonlinear. It has been suggested that,
even before loading, brittle materials contain some flaws and/or microcracks
due to the non-homogeneous microstructure of the material. The propagation
of initial microcracks together with nucleation of new ones and accumulation of
plastic deformation

Eire

considered to be the reasons for nonlinear response of

such materials. This thesis focuses on a model case in which it is shown that
initial inhomogeneity affects significantly the overall response of a structure.

1.2 Review
A number of constitutive models have been developed for the effects of
structural changes, i.e. voids, microcracks, in the overall response of brittle
materials. The majority of structural changes can be identified as microcrack
propagation, microcrack initiation and joining of microcrack. Clearly, develop
ment of a model that considers in detail all the structural changes in brittle
materials (e.g. concrete, rock) is not easy, however it is possible to model the
average influence of the structural changes. Most of investigations and devel
opments of such models are based on elasticity or plasticity theory, and the
incorporation of appropriate damage variables.
Such models are guided mainly from experimental observations. For in
stance, it has been observed that the development of damage results in the
degradation of (elastic) shear moduli: Hsu et al.

(1963), Gardner (1969),
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Spooner and Dougill (1975), Van Mier (1984). Theoretically, this is treated
as a result of brittle-plastic behavior by Bazant and Kim (1979), Dragon and
Mroz (1979), or as an elastic-plastic coupling problem by Hueckel (1975), Maier
(1977), Dafalias (1984) and Young et al. (1985). It has been generally accepted
in the literature that the effect of damage accumulation on the degradation of
strength resulting in strain-softening represents performance of the structure
(of the specimen) rather than of continuum as a material property. During
strain-softening there occurs the creation and propagation of microcracks with
an overall loss of strength: Hudson et al. (1971), Hallbauer et al. (1973),
Brady et al. (1973), Dresher and Vardoulakis (1982), Sandler (1984), Read and
Hegemier (1984). Further, if strain-softening is assumed to be a true (contin
uum) material property, various anomalous conditions may arise while solving
the boundary and initial value problems using computational procedures as dis
cussed by Sandler (1984), Read and Hegemier (1984), Pietruszezak and Mroz
(1981) and Valanis (1985).
Comprehensive review of elasticity, plasticity or damage based models
that include effects of structural changes is not attempted herein. However,
references are made to those works that are directly related to the aspects
considered in this study.
The of idea the decomposition of total strain-softening response and its
representation through a process of continuous modification of the stiffness was
proposed by Desai (1974); here the softening (after peak) is expressed in terms
of the peak and residual stresses, strains and area under the stress-strain curve.
Kachanov (1958) and Rabatnov (1967) proposed a damage approach in which
the material is decomposed in two phases for one-dimensional creep problems.
A relatively simple framework that offers a phenomenological explanation
of the effect of structural changes has been introduced recently: Frantziskonis
and Desai (1987a, 1987b). The concept involves decomposition in topical and
damaged responses, and generalization for three-dimensional analysis. Also,
in the presence of microcracking and damage, the proposed model allows for
coupling between the topical and damaged components. Conceptually, it is
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theorized that the total deformation in brittle materials is attributed to a com
bination of elastic deformation, plastic flow, and formation of damage. In the
model, behavior of an element (specimen) is decomposed in two parts. The
first part with volume Vf, representing topical (continuum) behavior, obeys an
elastoplastic constitutive law. In the second part, which refers to the damaged
or fractured part with volume V0, the behavior is rigid plastic such that its
stiffness is assumed to be zero. At every material element, the total volume
is V; therefore, V = V t 4- V 0 . A variable r is defined such that r = V 0 /V
(0.0 < r < 1.0). The above mentioned volume decomposition allows considera
tion of the material as a mixture of two components (constituents). The only
difference between the two constituents is in material response. Further details
of this model are given subsequently.

1.3 Objective of Present Study
The objective of the present study mainly includes two aspects.
First, inspired by the existing constitutive model described below, a sim
plified elastic model including consideration of damage is identified. Thus in
this study, behavior of an element (specimen) is still decomposed in two parts.
But here we say, the first part with volume F(, representing topical (continuum)
behavior is elastic and obeys Hooke's law; and in the second part which refers
to the damaged part with volume V0 is fractured and has zero shear resistance.
Then, material response can be characterized as elastic fracturing or elastic
damaging. Details on this decomposition are given subsequently.
In a sense, this proposed model is an extension of the theory of elasticity
though it is a simplified model. However, the distinguishing feature studied
herein is that damage in the proposed model is connected to initial random
inhomogeneous damage distribution.
The basic assumptions of the model features are shown schematically in
Fig. 1.1 (a), (b) and (c) which are diagrams of stress-strain response in topical
part, damaged part and in total, respectively.

Shear Stress

Strain

(a) Topical Part: Elastic Behavior
Shear Stress
•

Stress-relieved behavior

Strain

(b) Damaged Part: Stress-relieved Behavior

Shear Stress
A

•

Strain

(c) Total: Average Behavior
Fig. 1.1 Schematic of Decomposition of Material Behavior
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The second task is modifying a finite element program (DYSTIN) in
hand and taking the advantage of the power of modern interactive computer
technology to fulfill data preparation, case calculation and result presentation.
The finite element method makes the analysis with sophisticated constitutive
models feasible, and in order to obtain realistic results their use is in fact nec
essary. And also, the modern interactive computer software technology has
changed even the whole procedure of finite element analysis from "computer
analysis" to "computer-aided analysis". This change has led to the develop
ment of suitable pre- and postprocessors which save a great amount of time and
effort in data processing. Thus development and use of pre- and postprocessors
has become a very important part for modern finite element analysis.
Both preprocessor and postprocessor sometimes are called "auxiliary fi
nite element programs". Preprocessor performs such tasks as geometry defini
tion, geometry discretization (mesh generation), model display and verification,
model editing, node and element numbering, load and boundary condition def
inition as well as random damage distribution for the purpose of this study.
Postprocessor is concerned with interpretation and presentation of the result
which usually is a list of nodal values, functions or derivatives of the unknowns.
With the modern computer graphics techniques, the vast amount of numerical
data can be reduced to a compact and easily understood form. Indeed, "A
picture is worth a thousand words."

1.4 Scope of Present Study
In chapter 2, the constitutive equations for the two components and cri
teria for damage progression in elastic damaging materials axe described. In
chapter 3, the auxiliary preprocessor and postprocessor for program (DYSTIN)
are introduced. In chapter 4, a specific model case has been solved for illustra
tion purpose of the effects of initial inhomogeneous damage distribution. Finally
in chapter 5, the results are summarized and comments are made.
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Chapter 2
Basic Hypothesis and Material Behavior
2.1 Introduction
A basic hypothesis in constitutive modelling is the concept of a contin
uum in which stress, strain, density, etc., are assumed to be defined at every
point in the continuum. Under this assumption, material properties can be
determined from tests on finite sized specimens undergoing homogeneous stress
and strain. As the stress and strain deviate significantly from homogeneity,
the observed behavior may no longer represent (continuum) material proper
ties. Due to difficulties in identifying the influence of such inhomogeneities,
they are often ignored. However, the influence of inhomogeneities can be very
important in interpreting certain types of behavior in brittle materials. The
materials containing discontinuities such as microcracks, fractures and voids
may no longer be continuous, and a pure elastic continuum model may not be
strictly applicable. An alternative is to combine the continuum model with ap
propriate modifications to allow for the structural changes which may be termed
as damage.

2.2 Material Behavior
The idea of the material behavior, decomposed in two constituents (1)
topical and (2) damaged, is adopted from Frantziskonis and Desai's constitu
tive model (Frantziskonis and Desai, 1987a, 1987b). During the loading process,
topical material is progressively "transformed" to the damaged one due to in
creasing deformations. This suggests the use of the theory of mixtures, or theory
of interacting continua. Thus, we can consider the mechanics of the proposed
model to follow the physical principles in the theory of mixtures. Here, the top
ical component is simulated by using an elastic constitutive model while that
of the damaged part by using the stress-relieved law.
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In order to define static and kinematic variables in the topical and dam
aged parts, we consider an area element A, as shown in Fig. 2.1. The internal
forces acting on A are: Fl on the topical area A1, and F° on damaged area
A°. The total force is F such that F = F* + F° and it is considered as acting
on the total area A. The following stress tensors are defined: the topical stress
tensor such that F* = o'jj-rij where nj is the unit vector normal to the area A.
Similarly, the damaged a°- and average a,j stress tensors are defined such that
F? — cr°jTij and JP, = o^-ny, respectively. Since Fi = F£ + F° and from the
definition of damage, we have r = A°/A. It follows that
<7ij

= ( 1 - r )a t ij + raf j

(1)

Relation (1) states that the average stress is the summation of the partial
stresses defined on the two components (Green and Naghdi, 1975).
In the general theory of mixtures, factors such as diffusion between con
stituents and chemical reactions can be included (Bowen, 1969a). The theory is
considerably simplified if diffusion processes are absent (Bowen, 1969a, 1969b,
1969c). In our case, the diffusion between topical and damaged part is absent.
The absence of diffusion implies that the strains in the two components can be
assumed to be equal (Bowen, 1969b, 1969c; Ortiz, 1985). Thus, we can write

where e,j is the strain tensor, e\j and

are the strain tensors for the topical

and damage parts, respectively.
Since the damaged stress-strain response may be characterized as stressrelieved fracturing, the strains are not uniquely defined when the stresses are
specified (Hill, 1950). Thus, Eq. (2) provides an important restriction which
overcomes the indeterminancy in the stress-relieved part.
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F

Fig. 2.1 Schematic of Componente of Areas and Forces
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The relation between r, cr,-, and cr^- can also be derived from the following
considerations and assumptions (Frantziskonis and Desai, 1987a). For hydro
static compression loading, we can assume that no significant damage occurs.
This then implies that damage is caused from the deviatoric stress components;
thus, the topical and average stresses lie on the same deviatoric plane, as shown
in Fig. 2.2 (a), where it is assumed that the hydrostatic stresses in the topical
and damaged parts are equal. So in the deviatoric plane,

— cr%k = crjtjt-

Now we consider a stress path such that, e.g. two of the principal stresses of
aij

Eire

equal; that is, <72 = cr3. Then tensor a,j is positioned as shown in Fig.

2.2 (b). For this stress path, we assume that this symmetry must be reflected
in the topical stress tensor; thus a\ = 03. Then the topical stress tensor ajj
is positioned as shown in Fig. 2.2 (b). The above considerations lead to the
assumption that Oij and
lie on a line perpendicular to the hydrostatic axis,
as shown in Fig. 2.2 (c), so (AB)=(OB)-(OA) and (AC)=(OC)-(OA). When
there is no damage induced, r = 0 and <7^ =
or (AC)=(BC) in Fig. 2.2
(c). W h e n t h e residual stress level is reached, damage is maximum a n d r = r u .
This implies that distance (AB) in Fig. 2.2 (c) is small, representing the resid
ual stress level. Based on these consideration, it is proposed that the distances
(AB) and (AC) are connected through
( A B ) = ( A C ) ( 1 - r)
Since A is on the hydrostatic axis, (OA) — \crkkSij =

(3)
Then we define

Sij is the deviatoric part of Gij such that <r,• j = Sij +

and a similar

definition holds for Sjj, thus
( A B ) = ( O B ) — ( O A ) = a , , - ^ a t k 6 „ = Sy
( A C ) = (OC) - ( O A ) = a ' i s -

= S',

Here summation notation is implied and Sij denotes the Kronecker delta. Sub
stituting above (AB), (AC) into the Eq. (3), we obtain
= (1 - r ) a f j +

(4)

<>3

(a) In the Deviatoric Plane: <r£fc — o%k = o^k
0\

&3
(b) In the Deviatoric Plane: 02 — 03

Ba

a2
(c) In the Principal Stress Space
Fig. 2.2 Relative Position of <7' • and cr,j
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As mentioned previously, the damaged part stress-strain response may
be characterized as stress-relieved with the strength in shear being zero. Al
though the shear stress of the damaged part is zero, this may not be the case
for the confining stress. Hence, it is assumed that the damaged part can sustain
confining pressure. This assumption results from the speculation that in zones
containing cracks the shear stresses are relieved but not the confining (compres
sive) pressure. So with this assumptions that the shear stress in the damaged
fraction is zero (S°j — 0) and that the hydrostatic stress in the two fractions
are equal (cr£fc = °lk), it is noteworthy that Eq. (4) can also be derived from
Eq. (1).
The topical stress a\j will be related to the strain
elastic constitutive law as described subsequently.

through a linear

2.3 Constitutive Equations: Topical Part
Since the topical material is considered to be elastic for both loading and
unloading, and since there are no microcracks in the topical part, its constitutive
relations then can be identified as:
aij

— Cijkieki

(5.1)

=

(5-2)

Cppki£ki

Ctjki is the elasticity tensor and contains the linear elasticity constants such
as Young's modulus E and Poission ratio v. Thus, Eq. (5.1) and (5.2) are
specialized as:
<rfj = 2ft€ij + XSijeick

(6.1)

crlk = (2fi + 3X)ekk

(6.2)

where fi and A are Lame's constants such that
E
^ ~ 4(1 + u)
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\

^(1 - v )
(1 + v)(l — 2u)

For further consideration, we substitute Eq. (5.1) and (5.2) to Eq. (4),
then we obtain
&ij = Cfjkl€ki

(7.1)

Cfjki — ( 1 — r )@ijkt + — SijCppki

(7-2)

here

Since r increases during deviatoric loading, i.e. r ^ constant, C-yfcI is
a non-linear tensor depending on stress path. Thus the problem is formulated
incrementally. By differentiating Eq. (7.1) with respect to time, the incremental
constitutive relations relating

and e,j are obtained

° i j = Cfjkl*kl ~ r S f j

(8)

In Eq. (8), an overdot indicates time differentiation.
The presence of damage in elastic brittle materials modifies the involved
elasticity such that Eq. (8) holds. Theoretically, the overall response of the
brittle materials is treated as a result of brittle-elastic fracturing or damaging.

2.4 Evolution of Damage and Study of Damage Parameters
In the previous description, a variable, r, was introduced. Now, we define
an evolution law for r in order that the formulation is complete. In the present
study, r is a scalar quantity and is expressed as a function of deviatoric strains
e,j such that
r = r(£)

(9.1)

i = (iijiij)1"

(9-2)

where

and e,j denotes the deviator tensor of ejj.
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Specially, the following function for r is adopted (Frantziskonis and Desai,
1987a, 1987b):
r = ru — r u e x p ( — k£ r )

(10.1)

where ru is the ultimate value of r and k, R sure damage related material con
stants. The detailed procedures for determining these constants are given in
Frantziskonis and Desai (1987a, 1987b).
The first and second derivatives of r with respect to £ are derived from
Eq. (10.1) as follows
r' =

exp(—K^ R )

r" = ruKRC(R~2)exp(-K^R)(R-l-kRCr)

(10.2)

(10.3)

In order to well understand material damage behavior, the curves of relations
held by Eq. (10.1), (10.2) and (10.3) are plotted with respect to varied values
of damage related material constants k and R .
In accordance with Fig. 2.3 (a) - (d), we find that
(1) for R < 1:
• significant damage occurs for lower stress levels and for greater k, damage
is more critical,
• the first derivative of r with respect to £ decreases while £ increases.
• the first derivative of r with respect to £ tends to zero or infinity when £
goes to infinity or zero, respectively.
(2) for R > 1:
© no significant damage occurs for lower stress levels and for lower value of
K.
• the first derivative of r with respect to £ first increases then decreases
while £ increases from lower region to higher region.
• the first derivative of r with respect to £ is equal to zero at the origin or
when £ tends to infinity, and the maximum of first derivative of r occurs
at lower stress level for greater k.
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(3) for R — 1:
• significant damage occurs for lower stress levels and for greater k, damage
is more critical.
• the first derivative of r with respect to £ decreases while £ increases.
• the first derivative of r with respect to £ tends to zero when £ goes to
infinity, and at the origin the first derivative is higher for greater k.
(4) for all three cases above:
• at lower £ region, the slope of r vs. £ curve is steeper for greater k; at
higher £ region, however, the slope of r vs. £ curve is steeper for smaller
K.

With this analysis, the aspects of the damage evolution regarding initial
random inhomogeneity can be studied, as discussed in Chapter 4.
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Chapter 3
Auxiliary Finite Element Program
3.1 Preface
3.1.1 General
The modifications of the damage model discussed previously were inplemented in a finite element program named DYSTIN (Desai, 1989).
Program DYSTIN developed by Desai and co-workers is an effective pro
gram which is used to solve static and dynamic problems. But since this pro
gram was developed for materials with no initial damage, suitable modification
of this program was done for the study and the consideration of the initial inhomogeneity problem. And also, since the size, complexity and sophistication of
the problems being tackled by finite element methods increase, the task of creat
ing appropriate preprocessor and postprocessor becomes extremely important.
As mentioned previously, these auxiliary finite element programs dramatically
improve the quality and efficiency of the human-computer communication. The
preprocessors developed for the current study are: 1) Mesh4, 2) Mesh8, 3)
Mesh9, 4) Ggubs; and the postprocessors developed are: 1) Plot2d, 2) Plot3d.

3.1.2 Program Structure
The main finite element program DYSTIN, including the new subroutine
Ggubs, involves a loop as shown in Fig. 3.1. The relationship between program
DYSTIN, preprocessor and postprocessor is also shown in Fig. 3.1. To be able
to work with the auxiliary programs, the main program DYSTIN reads the
data from a neutral data file which can be prepared by the preprocessor and
the postprocessor reads the data from a neutral data file which can be prepared
by the main program DYSTIN. The detailed format of the data file can be
found in Appendix B.
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Fig. 3.1 Diagram of Program Structure
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3.2 Preprocessor
3.2.1 Mesh4-8-9
The idealization of a given structure is the first step in the finite element
analysis process. The actual structure is replaced by a collection of finite el
ements, and thus is replaced by an idealized model. Following the conceptual
idealization of the structure, the necessary input data (e.g., coordinates, geo
metric data, loading, etc.) for generating such a structure must be prepared.
And further, a better output data file obtained is supposed to have the same
format as the input data file which is able to run the next program directly. The
detailed preprocessors Mesh4, Mesh8 and Mesh 9 are attached in Appendix A.
Mesh4, Mesh8 and Mesh9 are the preprocessors which can fulfill the above
two purposes. Controlled by the number of nodes (nnode) in each element, there
are totally three cases for running the main program DYSTIN. These three cases
are; 1) using four-node element, 2) using eight-node element and 3) using ninenode element. So Mesh4, Mesh8 and Mesh9 are called when nnode is equal to
4, 8 and 9, respectively.

3.2.2 Ggubs
As mentioned in the introduction, brittle materials contain some flaws
or cracks even before loading. These existent initial microcracks are considered
in this study to be random and inhomogeneous. For the research herein, gener
ation of numerous initial random damage variables for the brittle materials is
considered.
Monte Carlo Analysis
Monte Carlo analysis (Hart, 1982) is a powerful engineering tool which
enables one to perform a statistical analysis of the uncertainty in engineering
problems, being particularly useful for complex problems where numerous ran
dom variables are related through nonlinear equations. It is often helpful to
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visualize a Monte Carlo analysis as an experiment which is performed by a
computer rather than in a engineering laboratory.
The fundamental step in a Monte Carlo analysis is the development of a
set of random numbers. These numbers can be mechanically or electronically
generated, but today in pratice most random number generation is accomplished
by using digital computers. A review of the literature at most computer centers
will yield a standard computer algorithm for random number generation. Uni
form random numbers have the property that for a selected range of values (e.g.,
0.0 to 1.0) the generated random number is equally likely to occur anywhere in
the range.
Subroutine Ggubs
Subroutine Ggubs is one of the software package which uses standard
computer algorithm for random number generation. This subroutine, selected
from the problem-solving software system called IMSL library, is applied to
create the initial damage values for our problem. For convenience, subroutine
Ggubs has been installed in the main Program. Each time it is called, random
damage numbers are then generated. Otherwise the initial damage values are
regarded as zeros; that means no microcrack exists before loading. In Ggubs,
"dseed", "nr", "r" are the three main arguments.
• "dseed": input/output double precision variable.
• "nr": input number of deviates to be generated.
• "r": output vector of length nr containing deviates.
Subroutine Ggubs is a basic uniform pseudo-random number generator
which generates deviates from uniform distributions. The algorithm for Ggubs
(Learmonthy and Lewis, 1973a, 1973b), (Lewis and Goodman, 1969) can be
identified as:

50 = dseed
51 = 7 s S i - i ( m o d 2 3 1 — 1 )
Ri = 2-315,

where Ri (£=1,2,

,N) are deviates.
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The orignal subroutine Ggubs picked from IMSL Library is as follows:
Interger nr
Real r(100)
Double Precision dseed
dseed=123457.
nr=100
Call Ggubs (dseed, nr, r)
End

3.3 Postprocessor
3.3.1 General
The output result from the finite element program DYSTIN is usually
a large list of nodal values of the unknowns and functions or derivatives of
the unknowns. Lists of output data are difficult to appraise quickly, therefore
suitable visual interpretation and representations of the numerical data axe then
in demand. As mentioned previously, obtaining a postprocessor to fulfil this task
becomes very important.
In order to develop this postprocessor, a CA-DISSPLA (Computer Asso
ciates - Display Integrated Software System and Plotting LAnguage) standard
graphics library has been adopted to do the graphics routines, such as drawing
a line, drawing a surface, etc.. And also in order to be as independent of the
particular finite element program as possible, the postprocessor reads a neutral
data file which is prepared by the program DYSTIN and runs separately. The
format of this data file is specified in Appendix B.

3.3.2 Plot2d
The postprocessor Plot2d is a fortran program in which the two dimen
sional plotting is performed. This Plot2d has the following capabilities:
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1. the data such as displacements, strains, stresses, and damage parameteres
are processed suitably,
2. the specific values (e.g., maximum and minimum values, peak values)
which will be used to represent the characters of pratical problems, are
picked out between the large amount of numerical data,
3. various kinds of two dimensional curves are able to be displayed on both
screen and printer according to specified requirement.
The two dimensional curves which Plot2d displays include:
• strain e,_,- - stress <7,-y response,

• damage response r vs. loading (surface traction q),
• damage response r vs. strain
The postprocessor program Plot2d can be found in Appendix A.

3.3.3 Plot3d
The postprocessor Plot3d is a fortran program in which the three dimen
sional axes and data surface (seen from a specified position) are projected onto
a two dimensional page. This Plot3d has the following capabilities:
1. defining the surface either as a matrix of values or as a function,
2. setting up necessary graphic routines,
3. displaying various complete two dimensional plots on either screen or
printer as if they were drawn on a plane having arbitrary position and
inclination in three dimensional space.
The three dimensional surfaces displayed on a plane include:
• initial value of damage variable ro(£, y),
• value of damage variable r ( x , y ) at different loading steps,
• value of damage difference A r ( x , y) for each loading increment.
The postprocessor program Plot3d can be found in Appendix A.
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Chapter 4
Examples of Application
4.1 Test Simulation and Modelling
For illustration purposes of the influence of initial damage and for appli
cations of the foregoing preprocessors as well as postprocessors, the following
problem is considered.
Fig. 4.1 shows a specimen of brittle material containing initial random
cracks or voids. The range of initial damage variables 7*0 is assumed to be
between 0.0 and 0.2 (0.0 < ro < 0.2) and ultimate value of r, ru, is 0.5.
The length of specimen x the width of specimen is 10cm X 10cm and
the thickness of specimen is regarded as unity. The behavior of the undamaged
material has been assumed to be non-linear elastic with the material properties
as follows:
Young's modulus: E = 3.7x10* kg/cm2
Poisson's ratio: v = 0.2
Mass density:

7

= 0. (no body forces)

The case considered herein, is uniaxial plain strain, simulating a com
pression plain strain test such that there is no friction between load platen and
specimen. And furthermore, surface traction applied along the top and bottom
interfaces of the specimen is assumed to be static.
As metioned in the chapter 2, the model is formulated in incremental
form because damage variable r increases during the loading. So here we apply
the loading incrementally. For convenient, a brief outline of all relations applied
for our examples is provided as follows:
bij = (1 - r)&Jj +

- rSjj

(4.1)

where S,-,- is the second deviatoric tensor of er},- such that
ot

ij —

a i1j

r

~

j: t
ijCr k k

(4.2)
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Fig. 4.1 Compression Test for A Specimen Containing Cracks (Schematic)
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The linear elastic constitutive law for the topical part of the specimen is
described as
(T

= 2fi€ij -f-

(6.1)

<7^ = (2fj. + 3A)ejtfc

(6.2)

here p and A are Lame's constants such that
^

E
2(1 -t* f)
E( 1 - u )

" (1 — 2t/)(l +

v)

And the evolution law for r adopted herein is
r = ru — ruexp(—k£r)

(10.1)

where r u is the ultimate value of r and k, R are damage related material pa
rameters. £ is an interned variable and defined as

f = iiiiiij)1'2

(9-2)

and e,-j denotes the deviatoric tensor of e,j.
In chapter 2, the relation between variable r and £ was described in
detail. In this chapter, for the specimen with various damage related material
parameters k and R (R < 1, R — 1, R > 1), further discussion will be presented
based on the numerical results obtained.
For our finite element analysis, totally 36 eight-nodal elements have been
generated by the preprocessor program (MeshS); and in each element, we con
sider four Gauss points. The element discretisation (finite element mesh) and
boundary conditions of the specimen domain are shown in Fig. 4.2.
The numerical results as well as the graphics shown in the following sec
tions axe obtained by modified main program (DYSTIN) and the postprocessor
programs (Plot2d and Plot3d), respectively.
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4.2 Numerical Results and Graphics
Case 1: R < 1
Refer to Eq. (10.1) in section 4.1 and the study about damage related
material contants in chapter 2, we choose damage constants k, R as follows in
order to study material behavior at lower stress lever for case R < 1:
k = 150.0, R = 0.5.
The surface traction are applied incrementally on the specimen by five
loading steps. They are:
qi = 1.2kg/cm,
(72 — l A k g j c m ,
Q3 = 3.6kg/cm,
94 = 4.8 k g / c m ,
q 5 — 6.0 k g / c m .
Table 4.1 shows the numerical values on 10 Gauss points. These numer
ical values include: 1) coordinates x, y, 2) initial random damage variables ro
(these values are picked by subroutine Ggubs), 3) damage variables r for each
loading step.
Fig. 4.3 shows the curve of surface traction q versus damage variable r
for the Gauss point with minimum initial damage ro.
Fig. 4.4 shows the curve of surface traction q versus damage variable r
for the Gauss point with maximum initial damage ro.
Three dimensional initial damage variable surface r(x , y) is shown in Fig.
4.5.
Fig. 4.6 (a) - (e) are three dimensional damage variable surfaces, r ( x , y ) ,
after loading step 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5, respectively.
Fig. 4.7 (a) - (d) are three dimensional damage difference surfaces,
Ar(x, y), for each loading increment.

Table 4.1 Numerical Values on Gauss Points for Case 1: k = 150.0, R

Gauss Points
Number
(m,n)

X

y

ri

T2

T3

U

(14)

0.352

0.352

0.0379

0.3390

0.4000

0.4310

0.4500

(6,1)

8.690

0.352

0.0824

0.3420

0.4010

0.4320

0.4500

(9,3)

4.650

2.980

0.1990

0.3530

0.4060

0.4340

0.4520

(H.l)

7.020

2.020

0.0785

0.3400

0.4000

0.4310

0.4500

(14.1)

2.020

3.690

0.0178

0.3390

0.4000

0.4310

0.4500

(16,1)

5.350

3.690

0.1890

0.3520

0.4060

0.4340

0.4520

(21.1)

3.690

5.350

0.0538

0.3390

0.4000

0.4310

0.4500

(26,1)

2.020

7.020

0.1880

0.3510

0.4050

0.4340

0.4520

(31,1)

0.352

8.690

0.0492

0.3390

0.4000

0.4310

0.4500

(36,1)

8.690

8.690

0.0645

0.3400

0.4000

0.4310

0.4500

1. m - Number of Element
2.

r6

n-

Number of Gauss Point in Each Element

3. r,- - Damage Variable for Each Loading Step f (i = 1,2, ..5)
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Table 4.1- Continued

Gauss Points
Number
(m,n)

X

V

Ar 12

Ar23

Ar34

Ar 45

(1.1)

0.352

0.352

0.3011

0.0610

0.0310

0.0190

(6,1)

8.690

0.352

0.2596

0.0590

0.0310

0.0180

(9,3)

4.650

2.980

0.1540

0.0530

0.0280

0.0180

(11,1)

7.020

2.020

0.2615

0.0600

0.0310

0.0190

(HI)

2.020

3.690

0.3212

0.0610

0.0310

0.0190

(16,1)

5.350

3.690

0.1630

0.0540

0.0280

0.0180

(21,1)

3.690

5.350

0.2852

0.0610

0.0310

0.0190

(26,1)

2.020

7.020

0.1630

0.0540

0.0290

0.0180

(31,1)

0.352

8.690

0.2898

0.0610

0.0310

0.0190

(36,1)

8.690

8.690

0.2755

0.0600

0.0310

0.0190

1. m - Number or Element
2. n - Number of Gauss Point in Each Element
3. Ar,j - Increment of Damage Variable from Loading Step i to Loading Step
(i = 1,2, ..4 and

= i+1)

j
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0.5-

r
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0.0
0.0 1.0 2.0 3.0 4.0 5.0

6.0 7.0 8.0
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r

0.30.2-

0.0
0.0

5.0

10.0

15.0

20.0
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*

30.0

*10"*

Fig. 4.3 Schematic of Damage Propagation on Point
with Minimum Initial Damage r
Case 1:

k = 150.0, R = 0.5
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Fig. 4.4 Schematic of Damage Propagation on Point
with Maximum Initial Damage r
Case 1: K = 150.0, R = 0.5
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Fig. 4.5 Initial Damage Variable Surface r ( x , y )
Case 1: k = 150.0,

= 0.5

Fig. 4.6 (a) Damage Variable Surface r ( x , y ) after 1st Loading Step
Case 1: k = 150.0, R = 0.5
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Fig. 4.6 (b) Damage Variable Surface r(x, y) after 2nd Loading Step
Case 1:

k = 150.0, R = 0.5
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Fig. 4.6 (c) Damage Variable Surface r(ar, y) after 3rd Loading Step
Case 1:

k

= 150.0, iZ = 0.5

Fig. 4.6 (d) Damage Variable Surface r(xy y) after 4th Loading Step
Case 1: K = 150.0, R = 0.5

Fig. 4.6 (e) Damage Variable Surface r(x, y) after 5th Loading Step
Case 1: K = 150.0, R — 0.5
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Fig. 4.7 (a) Damage Difference Surface Ar(x, y) for 1st Loading Increment
Case 1: K = 150.0, R = 0.5

Fig. 4.7 (b) Damage Difference Surface

Ar(x,y) for 2nd Loading Increment

Case 1: K = 150.0, R = 0.5
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Fig. 4.7 (c) Damage Difference Surface Ar(z,y) for 3rd Loading Increment
Case 1: K = 150.0, R = 0.5
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Fig. 4.7 (d) Damage Difference Surface Ar(:r, y) for 4nd Loading Increment
Case 1: K = 150.0, R = 0.5
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Case 2: R = 1
Substituting R = 1 to Eq. (10.1) and taking the first derivative of r with
respect to f, the following equation is obtained:
r' = r u k exp(—k£)
From above equation, it's obvious to see that the following statements
are true as mentioned previously.
1) r' goes to zero when £ tends to infinite.
2) r' is equal to r u K if £ = 0.
We find (from Fig. 2.3 (b)) that significant damage occurs for lower stress
lever, but £ corresponding to ru is much larger than that in case 1 (R < 1).
We choose large value of k for case R = 1 such that k = 400.0, and surface
traction are still applied incrementally by five loading steps, but here the values
are selected to be larger than that in case 1. They are:
ql = 30.0 kg/cm,
q 2 = 60.0kg /cm,
53 = 90.0% /cm,
§4 = 120.0kg fcm,

q 5 = 150.0fcp /cm.
Similar to Table 4.1, table 4.2 shows the corresponding values for case 2.
Similar to Fig. 4.3, Fig. 4.8 shows the corresponding curve for case 2.
Similar to Fig. 4.4, Fig. 4.9 shows the corresponding curve for case 2.
Similar to Fig. 4.5, Fig. 4.10 shows the corresponding surface for case 2.
Similar to Fig. 4.6 (a) - (e), Fig. 4.11 (a) - (e) shows the corresponding
surfaces for case 2.
Similar to Fig. 4.7 (a) - (d), Fig. 4.12 (a) - (d) shows the corresponding
surfaces for case 2.
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Table 4.2 Numerical Values on Gauss Points for Case 2: k = 400.0, R = 1.0

Gauss Points
Number
(m,n)

X

y

fi

T2

r3

^4

rs

(1,1)

0.352

0.352

0.0580

0.2160

0.3430

0.4200

0.4600

(4,1)

5.350

0.352

0.1960

0.3100

0.3960

0.4460

0.4730

(6,1)

8.690

0.352

0.1210

0.2600

0.3680

0.4330

0.4660

(H,l)

7.020

2.020

0.0707

0.2270

0.3490

0.4230

0.4610

(14,1)

2.020

3.690

0.0014

0.1840

0.3260

0.4120

0.4550

(16,1)

5.350

3.690

0.0422

0.2090

0.3400

0.4180

0.4590

(21,1)

3.690

5.350

0.0729

0.2300

0.3510

0.4240

0.4610

(26,1)

2.020

7.020

0.0647

0.2230

0.3470

0.4220

0.4610

(31,1)

0.352

8.690

0.1430

0.2740

0.3750

0.4360

0.4680

(36,1)

8.690

8.690

0.0790

0.2320

0.3520

0.4250

0.4620

1. m - Number of Element
2. n - Number of Gauss Point in Each Element
3. r,- - Damage Variable for Each Loading Step i (a = 1,2,..5)
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Table 4.2 - Continued

Gauss Points
Number
(m,n)

X

y

A7'J2

Ar23

Ar34

Ar45

(1.1)

0.352

0.352

0.1580

0.1270

0.0770

0.0400

(4,1)

5.350

0.352

0.1140

0.0860

0.0500

0.0270

(6,1)

8.690

0.352

0.1390

0.1080

0.0650

0.0330

(11,1)

7.020

2.020

0.1563

0.1220

0.0740

0.0380

(14,1)

2.020

3.690

0.1826

0.1420

0.0860

0.0430

(16,1)

5.350

3.690

0.1668

0.1310

0.0780

0.0410

(21,1)

3.690

5.350

0.1571

0.1210

0.0730

0.0370

(26,1)

2,020

7.020

0.1583

0.1240

0.0750

0.0390

(31,1)

0.352

8.690

0.1310

0.1010

0.0610

0.0320

(36,1)

8.690

8.690

0.1530

0.1200

0.0730

0.0370

1. m - Number of Element
2.

n

- Number of Gauss Point in Each Element

3. Arij - Increment of Damage Variable from Loading Step
(i = 1,2, ..4 and

j = i + 1)

i to Loading step j
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1

4.0

1

5.0

Fig. 4.8 Schematic of Damage Propagation on Point
with Minimum Initial Damage r
Case 2: K = 400.0, R = 1.0
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Fig. 4.9 Schematic of Damage Propagation on Point
with Maximum Initial Damage r
Case 2: K = 400.0, R = 1.0

4.10 Initial Damage Variable Surface
Case 2: k = 400.0, R = 1.0

Fig.

4.11 (a) Damage Variable Surface r(*,y) after 1st Loading Step
Case 2: K = 400.0, R = 1.0

Fig. 4.11 (b) Damage Variable Surface r(x,y) after 2nd Loading Step
Case 2: k = 400.0, R — 1.0

Fig. 4.11 (c) Damage Variable Surface r(x,y) after 3rd Loading Step
Case 2: K = 400.0, R = 1.0

Fig. 4.11 (d) Damage Variable Surface r(x,y) after 4th Loading Step
Case 2: K = 400.0, R = 1.0
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Fig. 4.11 (e) .Damage Variable Surface r(*,») after 5th Loading Step
Case 2:

k

— 400.0, R = 1-0
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Fig. 4.12 (a) Damage Difference Surface Ar(s,y) for 1st Loading Increment
Case 2: K = 400.0, It — 1-0

Fig. 4.12 (b) Damage Difference Surface Ar(a:,i/) for 2nd Loading Increment
Case 2: K — 400.0, R — 1.0
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///%

Fig. 4.12 (c) Damage Difference Surface Ar(i, y) for 3rd Loading Increment
Case 2:

k

= 400.0, R = 1.0

Fig. 4.12 (d) Damage Difference Surface Ar(x, y) for 4th Loading Increment
Case 2: K = 400.0, R = 1.0
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Case 3: R > 1
Taking the first derivative of r with respect to f from Eq. (10.1), the
following equation is obtained:
r' = r u KRexp(—K£ R )
From above equation, we find, for R > 1:
1) r' goes to zero when £ is equal to 0 or tends to infinite.
2) r' reaches to maximum ( R goes to ultimate value ru) at lower stress
leverer for greater ac, but the corresponding £ is much larger than that in
case 2 (R= 1).
Thus, we choose large value of k for case R > 1 such that k — 800.0, and
R is assumed to be 2.5. Surface traction are still applied incrementally by five
loading steps, but here the values are:
3i = 300.0 kg/cm,
q2 = 600.0fcgr /cm,
53 = QOO.Ofcy /cm,
§4 = 1200.0kg / c m ,

g5 = 1500.O&gr /cm.
Similar to Table 4.1, Table 4.3 shows the corresponding values for case
3.
Similar to Fig. 4.3, Fig. 4.13 shows the corresponding curve for case 3.
Similar to Fig. 4.4, Fig. 4.14 shows the corresponding curve for case 3.
Similar to Fig. 4.5, Fig. 4.15 shows the corresponding surface for case 3.
Similar to Fig. 4.11 (a) - (e), Fig. 4.16 (a) - (e) shows the corresponding
surfaces for case 3.
Similar to Fig. 4.12 (a) - (d), Fig. 4.17 (a) - (d) shows the corresponding
surfaces for case 3.
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Table 4.3 Numerical Values on Gauss Points for Case 3: k = 800.0, jR = 2.5

Gauss Points
Number
(m,n)

X

y

n

T3

»*2

T4

(U)

0.352

0.352

0.0307

0.0651

0.1200

0.2070

0.3400

(6,1)

8.690

0.352

0.0290

0.0638

0.1220

0.2140

0.3450

(11,1)

7.020

2.020

0.0473

0.0884

0.1480

0.2330

0.3530

(16,1)

5.350

3.690

0.0513

0.0951

0.1610

0.2610

0.3900

(21,1)

3.690

5.350

0.0537

0.0984

0.1640

0.2600

0.3810

(26,1)

2.020

7.020

0.0053

0.0227

0.0626

0.1420

0.2740

(31,1)

0.352

8.690

0.0266

0.0568

0.1040

0.1750

0.2930

(33,1)

3.690

8.690

0.1990

0.2770

0.3660

0.4450

0.4850

(34,3)

6.310

9.650

0.0013

0.0104

0.0348

0.0866

0.1830

(36,1)

8.690

8.690

0.1110

0.1740

0.2590

0.3620

0.4500

1. m - Number of Element
2.

rs

n

- Number of Gauss Point in Each Element

3. j>(- - Damage Variable for Each Loading Step

i

(i

=

1,2,..5)
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Table 4.3 -Continued

Gauss Points
Number
(m,n)

X

y

Ar 12

Ar23

AT-34

Ar^s

(1,1)

0.352

0.352

0.0344

0.0549

0.0870

0.1330

(6,1)

8.690

0.352

0.0348

0.0582

0.0920

0.1310

(11,1)

7.020

2.020

0.0411

0.0596

0.0850

0.1200

(16,1)

5.350

3.690

0.0438

0.0659

0.1000

0.1290

(21,1)

3.690

5.350

0.0447

0.0656

0.0960

0.1210

(26,1)

2.020

7.020

0.0174

0.0399

0.0794

0.1320

(31,1)

0.352

8.690

0.0302

0.0472

0.0710

0.1180

(33,1)

3.690

8.690

0.0780

0.0890

0.0790

0.0400

(34,3)

6.310

9.650

0.0091

0.0244

0.0518

0.0964

(36,1)

8.690

8.690

0.0630

0.0850

0.1030

0.0880

1. m - Number of Element
2. n - Number of Gauss Point in Each Element
3. Arij - Increment of Damage Variable from Loading Step i to Loading Step
(i = 1,2,..4 and

j = i+ 1)

j
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Fig. 4.13 Schematic of Damage Propagation on Point
with Minimum Initial Damage r
Case 3:

k

= 800.0, R = 2.5
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Fig. 4.14 Schematic of Damage Propagation on Point
with Maximum Initial Damage r
Case 3:

k

= 800.0, R = 2.5

Fig. 4.15 Initial Damage Variable Surface r ( x , y )
Case 3: k = 800.0, R = 2.5
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Fig. 4.16 (a) Damage Vciriable Surface ra(x, y ) after 1st Loading Step
Case 3: K = 800.0, R = 2.5

Fig. 4.16 (b) Damage Variable Surface r,(x,v) after 2nd Loading Step
Case 3*. K = 800.0, R — 2.5

Fig. 4.16 (c) Damage Variable Surface rs(x,y) after 3rd Loading Step
Case 3: k = 800.0, R — 2.5

Fig. 4.16 (d) Damage Variable Surface rz(x,y) after 4th Loading Step
Case 3: K = 800.0, R = 2.5

Fig. 4.16 (e) Damage Variable Surface rz(x,y) after 5th Loading Step
Case 3: k = 800.0, R — 2.5

Fig. 4.17 (a) Damage Difference Surface Ar ( x , y ) for 1st Loading Increment
Case 3:

K

= 800.0, R = 2.5

Fig. 4.17 (b) Damage Difference Surface Ar ( x , y ) for 2nd Loading Increment
Case 3: K = 800.0, JR = 2.5
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Fig. 4.17 (c) Damage Difference Surface Ar(x,y) for 3rd Loading Increment
Case 3: K = 800.0, R — 2.5
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Fig. 4.17 (d) Damage Difference Surface Ar(x,y) for 4th Loading Increment
Case 3 : k = 800.0, R = 2.5
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4.3 Discussion
According to the numerical results and the corresponding graphics ob
tained in the previous section, the characters of damage growth in the elastic
brittle materials is described in this section.
With the consideration of inhomogeneous damage in an elastic brittle
material, the stress-strain response of the material behavior is nonlinear. As
the damage accumulates, the topical volume transforms into damaged volume.
But the rate at which the topical volume experience increased deformations and
approaches fracture sensitively depends on material damage related constants
k and R.

Let us now consider a material element (specimen). Let a number of
cracks (or voids) representing initial inhomogeneity exist in the element, thus
damage to extend within i.e. 0.0 < r < 0.2. Let this element be subjected
to a increment of deformation. Part of this deformation will be stored in the
element as elastic straining. Another part will deform the topical and damaged
part resulting to further fracturing. Part of the topical volume will be unable to
sustain the increased deformation and the cracks associated with it will extend
and/or new cracks (or voids) will be initiated. So with the results and graphics
obtained in the previous section, the following conclusions are made:
1. R < 1: due to the shape of r versus f curve (Fig. 2.3 (a), (b)) the
material elements with small ro will experience faster increase in r than
the ones with high initial ro. Such results can also be presented by Fig.
3, Fig. 4, Fig. 7 and Fig. 8. However, for further loading, damage on
entire specimen will increase at a uniform rate (see Fig. 4.7 (b) - (e) and
Fig. 12 (d)). Furthermore, all the material elements, containing small
or high initial r0, will approach the ultimate value ru very quickly. Fig.
4.6 (b) - (e) and Fig. 4.11 (c) - (e) show that the damage surfaces are
nearly flat (damage values are almost same everywhere on the specimen)
and almost close to the ultimate surface (r = ru = 0.5) after 2nd or 3rd
loading step.
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2. R > 1: due to the shape of r versus £ curve (Fig. 2.3 (c), (d)) the material
elements with small initial ro will experience (initially) slower increase
in r than the ones with high initial r0. However, for further loading, the
material elements with high initial ro approach the ultimate value ru,
thus the ones with low initial ro increase at a higher rate (faster). Such
damage propagation can also be seen, obviously, from Fig. 13 and Fig.
14. Especially, compared with the case, R < 1, we can see (from Fig.
4.16 (c) - (e)) that damage values on some material elements are still
very small even though on some other material elements damage values
have already approached the ultimate value ru.
We see that by changing the values of k and R different damage growth
patterns can be obtained. A natural question is what is the true material
response. Do the elements of low initial damage experience damage growth rate
higher than the ones with high initial damage, or the opposite is true? Perhaps,
the only way to answer such a question is through detailed non-destructive
experiments. However, since such experiments are not readily available, we can
not make any specific conclusions. However, it is known that brittle material
specimens experience formation of a macrocrack or a macrocrack network near
the peak load. This formation can not be predicted from the present analysis
unless some theories, i.e. localization, are implemented into the model. But the
results of such an implementation would be highly dependent on the damage
pattern before macrocracks develop. Thus it is important to understand the
pre-peak damage evolution material behavior. In this study it is seen that by
changing the material parameters k, R different damage evolution patterns can
be obtained. However, until detailed experimental data become available, we
can not conclusively decide the range(s) of
representing the true material behavior.

k,

R that are capable of closely
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Chapter 5
Summary
5.1 Conclusions
Several constitutive models have been reviewed and certain important
aspects of stress-strain response has been investigated. In the research here,
an elastic version of constitutive model that accounts for distributed damage
evolution is developed and applied to the random initial inhomogeneity problem.
This version is relatively simple and provides some insight into the effects of
damage on the material response. With the consideration of initial cracks or
voids existing in brittle materials, the stress-strain response of material is no
longer linear and different damage evolution is obtained for different values of
material constants.
In this research, damage evolution has been analyzed and studied. It
is shown that damage propagation and localization sensitively depend on the
material damage related constants R and £ as well as initial damage variable
ro. General speaking, critical fracturing or microcracking occurs at the location
containing small initial cracks or voids when R < 1, and when R > 1, however,
the situation is completely opposite for lower external loads. Also for different
values of k, the greater k is, the more significant damage occurs at lower stress
level.
A model case simulating a static compression test on a specimen re
garding random initial inhomogeneity is studied by including preprocessing and
appropriate modification to a general two dimensional finite element program.
Analytical and numerical results are interpreted and presented in diagrams by
using corresponding postprocessor. The schematics shown in previous sections
are explained in details.
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5.2 Comments
The version proposed in this thesis is based on constitutive model with
the considerations of damage and accounts for change of stress-strain response
due to microcracking and fracturing.
In the present formulation, the topical part was assumed elastic and the
damaged part was assumed fracturing while the overall model allows for effects
that may be treated as a result of brittle-elastic fracturing or damaging. Also,
the model can permit introduction of any appropriate constitutive description
to simulate the topical part of a given material.
The model case regarding random initial inhomogeneity in a structure
(specimen) subjected to uniform static compression is a simulization. All the
material parameters given here are for the purpose of obtaining a complete
understanding curve (r vs. £) which can present the entire damage processes.
For pratical problems, it is noted that these material parameters should be
determined from multiaxial tests of the specimen.
At this time, the proposed model is based on the assumption that the
behavior of material in topical part is elastic. For analysis and understanding
of the effects of material's initial inhomogeneity, it is a reasonable assumption
for low stress level. But for high stress level, behavior of material in topical
part may be elastoplastic; thus, the proposed model can be extended to allow
for this state with an appropriate elastoplastic theory and laboratory test.
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Appendix A
Programs
A.l Program Mesh 8
cccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccc
c
MESH 8 is developed by Xiaozhen Yuan
c
cccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccc
c
c

PROGRAM MESH 8

c

** 02-01-91 **

c
dimension nl(50), iconl(50,50), icon(9,50), nmat(50), jfbd(50)
dimension xc(100), yc(100), ibcx(50), ibcy(50)
dimension nprqd(500), irepon(lOO), kfory(lOO)
open(unit=4, file='mesh.dat',form=1formatted',status='old')
open(unit=5, file='input.dat',form='formatted',status='unknown')
read(4,*) ideg, nsdr, kstor
read(4,*) minsub, maxsub
read(4,*) nretur, nnire, nprl8
write(5,*) ideg, nsdr, kstor
write(5,*) minsub, maxsub
write(5,*) nretur, nnire, nprl8
read(4,+) nfict, nxside, nyside, xlength, ylength
read(4,*) smaJl
read(4,+) nprob, nfreq, ndofn, nmats, nstrs, ninfs, neat,
. nnode, ngaus, ngaum
read(4,*) nstep, naplc, nmatb, iflgbd, idcfg, nplot, niter,
. epmin, epmax, timli
read(4,+) npost, noutp

read(4,*) thick, xkO, hight, gcons, unitm
read(4,*) ymod, pr, rho
read(4,*) matyp, tncut, phi, chsn, phj, fir, exps, cofk, cofkr,
. eta2, ratio, xneg
close(4)
********** genera]l definitions of parameters **********
nxtnd=nxside*2+l
nytnd=nyside*2+l
nxsidel=nxside+l
nysidel=nyside~f 1
nxside2=nxside*2
nyside2=nyside*2
nelem=nx si de*nysi de
ncord=nxsidel*nysidel
npoin=nxtnd*nysidel+nyside*nxsidel
npfix=nxtnd
********** generate node numbers (1) **********
do 10 j=l,nytnd,2
do 10 i=l,nxtnd
if(j.lt.2) iconl(j,i)=i
if(j.ge.2) icon1(j,i)=(j-1)*(nxtnd+nxsidel)/2+i
continue
********** generate node numbers (2) **********
do 20 l=2,nyside2,2
do 20 k=l,nxtnd,2
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if(l.lt.3) iconl(l,k)=(k-fl)/2+nxtnd
if(l.ge.3) iconl(l,k)=(k+l)/2+l*nxtnd/2+(l/2-l)*nxsidel
continue
********** assemble node numbers to (nelem x 8) matrix **********
imax=nxside2
jmax=nyside2
m—0
do 30 j=2,jmax,2
do 30 i=2,imax,2
m=m+l
nl(m)=m
icon(l,m)=iconl(j-l,i-l)
icon(2,m)=iconl(j-l,i)
icon(3,m)=iconl(j-l,i+l)
icon(4,m)=iconl(j,i-f-l)
icon(5,m)=iconl(j+l,i-f 1)
icon(6,m)=iconl(j+l,i)
icon(7,m)=iconl(j+l,i-l)
icon(8,m)=iconl(j,i-l)
continue
********** output

matrix Qf

node numbers **********

do 40 j=l,nytnd
print*, (iconl(j,i),i=l,nxtnd)
********** ca]cuiate
kpg=iconl (ny tnd,1)

and

output some general parameters **********
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lfout=nxtnd
krout=nl(l)
write(5,+) kpg, lfout
do GO i=l,axtnd
60

kfory(i)=iconl(nytnd,i)
write(5,+) (kfory(i),i=l,nxtnd)
write(5,+) drout
write(5,+) small
write(5,*) nprob, nfreq, npoin,ndofn, nelem, nmats, npfix,
. nstrs, ninfs, ncord, neat, nnode, ngaus, ngaum
read(4,*) nstep, naplc, nmatb, iflgbd, idcfg, nplot, niter,
. epmin, epmax, timli

c
c
c

********** assembly and output more general parameters **********
nreqd=nxtnd
nreqs=nelem
do 70 i=l,nreqd

70

nprqd(i)=iconl(nytnd,i)
write(5,*) npost, noutp, nreqd, nreqs
write(5,*) (nprqd(i),i=l,nreqd)
write(5,*) thick, xkO, hight, gcons, unitm

c
c

********** caicuia^e 3^^ output nodal coordinates **********

c
axleth=xlength/float(nxside)
ayleth=ylength/float (nyside)
do 80 j=l,nytnd,2
do 80 i=l,nxtnd,2
nn—iconl(j,i)
xc(nn)==axleth*float((i-l)/2)*unitm
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yc(nn)=ayleth*float((j-l)/2)*unitm
write(5,*) nn, xc(nn), yc(nn)
80

continue

c
c

********** output material properties **********

c
do 50 m=l,nelem
nmat(m)=l
jfbd(m)=2
write(5,*),nl(m), (icon(n,m),n=l,8), nmat(m), jfbd(m)
50

continue
write(5,*) ymod, pr, rho
write(5,*) matyp, tncut, phi, chsn, phj, fr, exps, cofk,
. cofkr, eta2, ratio, xneg

c
c

********** QUtpUt boundary conditions (no ficition) **********

c
if(nfict.eq.l) goto 550
1=1

bcx(l)=0
ibcy(l)=0
irepon(l)=iconl(l,l)
do 11 i=2,nxtnd
1=1+1

irepon(l)=iconl(l,i)
ibcx(l)=l
ibcy(l)=0
11

continue
do 90 k=l,npfix
write(5,*) irepon(k), ibcx(k), ibcy(k)

90

continue
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stop
c
c

c
550

********** 0UtpUt boundary conditions (with ficition) **********
1=0
npfix=nxtnd+2
do 21 i=l,nxtnd
1=1+1

irepon(l)=iconl(l,i)
ibcx(l)=0
ibcy(l)=0
21

continue
do 22 i=l,nxtnd
1=1+1

irepon(l)=iconl(nytnd,i)
ibcx(l)=0
ibcy(l)=l
22

continue
do 100 k=l,npfix
write(5,*) irepon(k), ibcx(k), ibcy(k)

100

continue
end

A.2 Program Plot2d
cccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccc
c

Plot2d is developed by Xiaozhen Yuan

c

cccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccc
c

PROGRAM Plot2d

c
c

** 02-15-91 **

c

parameter (nx=120, ny=20)
dimension q(ny), r(ny), zeta(ny)
dimension x(ny), y(ny), ibuf(120)
character*15 fnl, title*6
c
c

********** use

ca .disspla

software **********

c
print*, 'FILE NAME='
read(*,5) fol
5

format(A15)
open(unit=20,file=fnl,form='formatted',status='old')
print*, 'PLOT STEP='
read*, nstep

901

read(20,*) istep
print*, istep
do 900 i=l,5

900

read(20,*) q(i), r(i), zeta(i)
if(istep.ne.nstep) goto 901
close(20)

c
uminl=q(l)

umaxl=q(l)
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do 33 i=2,5
if(q(i).gt.umaxl) umaxl=q(i)
if(q(i).lt.uminl) uminl=q(i)
33

continue
print*, 'XMIN1=', uminl, 'XMAX1=', umaxl
print*, 'x-axis: XMINl; XINC1; XMAX1'
read*, xminl, xincl, xmaxl
umin2=zeta(l)
umax2=zeta(1)
do 34 i=2,5
if(zeta(i).gt.umax2) umax2—zeta(i)
if(zeta(i).lt.umin2) umin2=zeta(i)

34

continue
print*, 'XMIN2=\ umin2, 'XMAX2=', umax2
print*, 'x-axis: XMIN2; XINC2; XMAX2'
read*, xmin2, xinc2, xmax2
vmin=r(l)
vmax=r(l)
do 35 j=2,5
if(r(j).gt.vmax) vmax=r(j)
if(r(j).lt.vmin) vmin=r(j)

35

continue
print*, 'YMIN=', vmin, 'YMAX=\ vmax
print*, 'y-axis: YMIN; YINC; YMAX'
read*, ymin, yinc, ymax

c
c

**********

for device **********

c
print*, 'ENTER: 1 = LASER; 2 = PRINTER; 3 = SCREEN; 4 =
POSTSCRIPT'
read(*,6) idevice

format(il)
********** ^^2^ t^e output device **********
if(idevice.eq.4) goto 21
ibuf(l)=4
call iomgr(ibuf,-104)
if(idevice.eq.l) call talars
if(idevice.eq.3)

CEL

II pntrnx

if(idevice.eq.3) call tk4010(960)
goto 22
ibuf(l)=5
call iomgr(ibuf,-102)
call pscrpt(7.9,10.78,.0139)
continue
**********

get up areEL) labels

**********

call page(8.5,ll.)
********** define letters

to be

Roman or Greek **********

call basalf('standard')
call mixalfCgreek')
********** p]^ T-q **********
call physor(3.,6.)
call yaxang(0.)
arx=3.5

call area2d(arx,ary)
call xnameCq'^lOO)
call yname('r',100)
call graf(xminl,xincl,xmaxl,ymin,yinc,ymax)
********** prevent lines drawn through symbols **********
call blsym
do 12 k—1,5
x(k)=q(k)
y(k)=r(k)
continue
call marker(j)
call spline
call curve(x,y,5,l)
call endgr(Q)
**********

**********

call physor(3.,l-5)
call area2d(arx,ary)
call xnameCfxJ^lOO)
call yname(V,100)
call graf(xmin2,xinc2,xmax2,ymin,yinc,ymax)
********** prevent lines drawn through symbols **********
call blsym
do 42 k=l,5

x(k)=zeta(k)
y(k)=r(k)
continue
call marker(j)
call spline
call curve(x,y,5,l)
call endgr(O)
********** end plots **********
call endpl(O)
call donepl
end

A.3 Program PlotSd
cccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccc
c

Plot3d is developed by Xiaozhen Yuan

c

cccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccc
c
c

PROGRAM Plot3d

c
c

** 02-15-91 **

e
c

**********

use ca .di s spla

software **********

parameter (Ix=100, ly=100, lxy=bc*ly)
dimension x(lx), y(ly), z(lx,ly), ibuf(260)
dimension zz(lxy), zi(lxy), xtr(lx), ytr(ly)
dimension xl(lxy), yl(bcy), rl(lxy)
dimension zmatl(bcy+4), zmat2(lxy*4)
character*15 fnl, title*6
common work(50000)
c
c

********** read data **********

c
print*, 'FILE NAME='
read(*,5) fill
5

format(A15)
open(unit=20,file=fnl,form= 'formatted',status= 'old')
print*, 'PLOT STEP='
read*, nstep

112

read(20,*) istep
print*, istep
read(20,*) nxy
do 111 1=1,nxy
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111

read(20,*) xl(i), yl(i), rl(i)
if(istep.ne.nstep) goto 112
close(20)

c
c

********** or(jer

jn sequence **********

c
do 15 jy=l,nxy-l
yymin=yl(jy)
imin=jy
do 113 i=jy,nxy
if(yl(i).ge.yymin) goto 113
yymin=yl(i)
imin=i
113

continue
if(imin.eq.jy) goto 15
aa=yi(jy)
yl(jy)=yl(imin)
yl(imin)=aa
bb=xl(jy)
xl(jy)=xl(imin)
xl(imin)=bb
cc=rl(jy)
rl(jy)=rl(imin)
rl(imin)=cc

15

continue
ny=l
y(ny)=yl(i)
do 114 1=2,nxy
if(yl(i).eq.y(ny)) goto 114
ny=ny+l
y(ny)=yi(j)
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114

continue
nx=nxy/ny
print*, 'NX, NY=', nx, ny

c
c

**********

Qrder x l Jn sequence

c
do 120 j=l,ny
inc=(j-l)*nx
do 25 jy=l,nx-l
xxmin=xl(inc+jy)
imin=jy
do 213 i=jy,nx
if(xl(inc+i).ge.xxmin) goto 213
xxmin=xl(inc+I)
imin=i
213

continue
if(imin.eq.jy) goto 25
bb=xl(inc-fjy)
xl(inc-f jy)=xl(inc+imin)
xl(inc+imin)=bb
cc=rl(inc-fjy)
rl(inc+jy)=rl(inc+imin)
rl(inc+imin)=cc

25

continue

120

continue
do 214 i=l,nx

214

x(i)=xl(i)
m=0
do 215 j=l,ny
do 216 i=l,nx
m=m+l

**********
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z(ij)=rl(m)
216
215

continue
continue

c
print*, 'ENTER: 1 = LASER; 2 = PRINTER; 3 = SCREEN; 4 =
POSTSCRIPT'
read(*,6) idevice
6

format(Il)
umin=l.e23
umax=-l.e23
do 33 i=l,nx
if(x(i).gt.umax) umax=x(i)
if(x(i).lt.umin) umin=x(i)

33

continue
print*, 'XMIN=', umin, 'XMAX=\ umax
print*, 'x-axis: XMIN; XINC; XMAX'
read*, xmin, xinc, xmax
umin=l.e23
umax=-l.e23
do 34 j=l,ny
if(y(j).gt.umax) umax=y(j)
if(y(j).lt.umin) umin=y(j)

34

continue
print*, 'YMIN=',umin, 'YMAX=', umax
print*, 'y-axis: YMIN; YINC; YMAX'
read*, ymin, yinc, ymax

c
c

********** search maximum and minimum values of z **********

c
umin=l.e23
umax=-l.e23
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k=0
do 35 j=l,ny
do 35 i=l,nx
k=k+l
zmatl(k)=z(i,j)
if(z(i,j).gt.umax) umax=z(i j)
if(z(i,j).lt.umin) umin=z(ij)
35

continue
print*, 'ZMIN =

umin, 'ZMAX = ',umax

print*, 1 '
print*, 'z-axis: ZMIN, ZINC, ZMAX = V
read*, zmin, zinc, zmax
c
nfx=l
nfy=l
print*, '2D-FILTER: NFX,NFY (in x and in y)'
read*, nfx, nfy
if(nfx.le.l) nfx=l
if(nfy.le.l) nfy=l
c
c

********** change 2-d z(i j) to 1-d zi(k), k=l..nx*ny **********

c
nxx=nx
nyy=ny
kk=0
if(xmax.gt.xmin) then
il=l
i2=nxx
i3=l
else
il=nxx
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i2=l
i3=-l

endif
if(ymax.gt.ymin) then
jl=l
j2=nyy
J3=l
else
jl=nyy
j2=l
j3=-l
endif
do 11 j=jl,j2,j3
if(j3.gt.O) ytr(j)=y(j)
if(j3.1t.0) ytr(nyy+l-j)-y(j)
do 12 i=il,i2,i3
kk=kk+l
if(i3.gt,0) xtr(i)=x(i)
if(i3.1t.O) xtr(nxx+l-i)=x(i)
zi(kk)=z(ij)
12

continue

11

continue
#

c

print*, 'NXX=\ nxx, 'NYY=\ nyy
567

print*, 'ENTER VIEW-ANGLES: PHI, THETA'
read*, phi, theta
if (nxx.gt.nyy) then
iny=l
inx=nxx/nyy
else
inx—1
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iny=nyy/nxx
endif
inx=l
iny=l
c
c

********** initialize the output device **********

c
if(idevice.eq.4) goto 21
ibuf(l)=4
call iomgr(ibuf,-104)
if(idevice.eq.l) call talars
if(idevice.eq.2) call pntrnx
if(idevice.eq.3) call tk4010(960)
21

goto 22
ibuf(l)=5
call iomgr(ibuf,-102)
call pscrpt(7.9,10.78,.0139)

c
c

********** gej. Up areas, labels, view angles... **********

c
22

call page(10.5,8.)
call zaxang(90.)
call area2d(9.,7.)
call reset('aH')
clabx=7.
claby=0.0
call height(O.l)
call messag('V-Angles:',100,clabx,claby)
call realno(phi,l,clabx+1.0,claby)
call realno(theta,1,clabx-f 1.6,claby)
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call messag('2D-filter:',100,clabx,claby-0.2)
call intno(nfx,clabx+1.0,claby-0.2)
call intno(nfy,clabx+l .6,claby-0.2)
call messag('File name:',100,clabx,claby-0.4)
call messag(fnl,15,clabx+l .0,claby-0.4)
call messag('Step =:',100,clabx,claby-0.6)
call intno(nstep,clabx+l,0,claby-0.6)
call reset('height')
call zaxang(90.)
call intaxs
call height(0.2)
call x3name('X\100)
call y3name('Y',100)
call z3name('r(x,y)',100)
call vuangl(phi,theta,2000.)
volx=4.
voly=4.
volz=4.
call volm3d(volx,voly,volz)
call graf3d(xmin,xinc,xmax,ymin,yinc,ymax,zmin,zinc,zmax)
call box3d
nxxl=nxx*2-l
nyyl=nyy*2-l
call matmak(zi,nxx,nyy,zmatl,nxxl,nyyl,xmin,xmax,ymin,ymax)
nxx2=nxxl*2-l
nyy2=nyyl*2-l
call matmak(zmatl,nxxl,nyyl,zmat2,nxx2,nyy2,xmin,xmax,ymin,ymax)

********** 2d filter **********
call filt2d(zmat2,zz,nxx2,nyy2,nfx,nfy)
call surmat(zz,inx,2*(nxx*2-l)-l,iny,2*(nyy*2-l)-l,0)
call reset ('height')
call endpl(O)
call donepl
print*, 'ENTER 1 — ANOTHER PLOT'
read*, id
if(id.eq.l) goto 567
end
function x3dmat(i)
common work(SOOOO)
x3dmat=work(I)
return
end
function y3dmat(i)
common work(SOOOO)
y3dmat=work(50001-i)
return
end
subroutine filt2d(ui,ud,ix,iy,nfx,nfy)
********** filtering of a matrix of dimension (ix,iy) **********
dimension ui(l), ud(l)

Ill
mx=nfx/2
my=nfy/2
uxy=float(nfx*nfy)
ixl=l+mx
iyl=l+my
ix2=ix-mx
iy2=iy-my
do 10 j=iyl,iy2
jj=G-l)*i*
do 10 i=ixl,ix2
u=0.0
do 20 l=j-myj+my
ll=(l-l)*ix
do 20 k=i-mx,i-fmx
u=u+ui(k+ll)
20
10

continue
ud(jj+i)=u/uxy

c
if(mx.eq.O) goto 221
do 30 j=l,iy
jj=(j-l)*ix
do 130 i=l,mx
130

ud(i+jj)=ui(i+jj)
do 31 i=ix2+l,ix

31

ud(i-fjj)=ui(i+jj)

30
c

continue

221

if(my.eq.0) goto 222
do 32 i=ixl,ix2
do 132 j=l,my
ij=i+(j-l)*ix
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132

ud(ij)=ui(ij)
do 133 J=iy2+l,iy
ij=i-t-(j-l)*ix

133

ud(ij)=ui(ij)

32

continue

222

return
end

c
subroutine matmak(zmatl,ix,iy,zmat2,ixx,iyy,xmin,xmax,ymin,ymax)
dimension zmatl(l), zmat2(l)
call bgnmat(ixx,iyy)
k=0
do 10 j=l,iy
do 20 i=l,ix
k=k-t-l
xv=(xmax-xmin)/(ix-l)*(i-l)+xmin
y v=(ymax-ymin)/(iy-l)*(j-l)4-ymin
zv=zmatl(k)
call getmat(xv,yv,zv,l,0)
20

continue

10

continue
call endmat(zmat2, 0)
return
end
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Appendix B
Programs

B.l User's Manual
B.l.l User's Instructions
As introduced in chapter 3, program DYSTIN reads an input file which
can be prepared by a separate program Mesh4, or Mesh8, or Mesh9; and the
output data files obtained by running program DYSTIN will be used to display
postprocessors Plot2d and Plot3d. The procedures of operation in this program
structure will be described subsequently along with the introduction of the
format of data files.

B.l.2 Program Operation
Procedure 1: Edit Mesh.dat
* Mesh.dat is the input data file for running Mesh4, 8, 9.
* Format of Mesh.dat is as follows:
Line 1: IDEG, NSDR, KSTOR
IDEG = flag for volume consideration
-1 = damaged volume of total, Vt
0 = damaged volume of inner, V*
1 = damaged volume of surf, V 3
NSDR = flag for considering "sdr" term
1 = without
2 = in subroutine GENMOD
3 = in subroutine GENMOD and RECOMP
KSTOR = flag for storage strategy of B matrix.
0 = in scratch file
1 = array in memory
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Line 2: MINSUB, MAXSUB
MINSUB = minimum number of sub-increments in stress calculation
MAXSUB = maximum number of sub-increments in stress calculation
Line 3: NRETUR, NNIRE, NPR18
NRETUR = flag for considering return strategy
NNIRE = flag for controlling return iterations
0 = one return in each sub-increment
1 = iterate until converge in sub-increment
NPR18 = step number for printing out data to check convergence
0 = no printout
Line 4: NFICT, NXSIDE, NYSIDE, XLENGTH, YLENGTH
NFICT = flag for determining friction or non-friction problem
0 = no friction
1 = with friction
NX SIDE = number of elements in x-direction
NYSIDE = number of elements in y-direction
XLENGTH = length of specimen in x-direction
YLENGTH = length of specimen in y-direction
Line 5: SMALL
SMALL = small value for give J2D if it were zero
Line 6: NPROB, NFREQ, NDOFN, NMATS, NSTRS, NINFS, NCAT,
NNODE, NGAUS, NGAUM
NPROB = problem type
1 = static
2 = dynamic
NFREQ = type of analysis for dynamic problems
0 = direct integration and static analysis
1 = frequency domain
NDOFN = number of degrees of freedom per node
NMATS = number of different materials
NSTRS = code for stress output (if NINFS > 0, NSTRS = 1)
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0 = no
1 = yes
NINFS = number of interfaces
NCAT = problem category
0 = plane stress
1 = plane strain
2 =axisymmetric
NNODE = number of node in an element (NNODE = 4, 8, 9)
NGAUS = number of gauss points for K matrix (NGAUS = 4, 9)
NGAUM = number of gauss points for M matrix (NGAUM = 4, 9)
Line 7: NSTEP, NAPLC, NMATB, IFLGBD, IBCFG, NPLOT, NITER,
EPMIN, EPMAX, TIMLI
NSTEP = number of load steps
NAPLC = nature of load application
0 = equal increment
1 = unequal increment and dynamic analysis
NMATB = nature of material behavior
0 = linear
1 = cap model
2 — generalized model
IFLGBD = flag for in-situ stress
0 = no
1 = yes
IBCFG = flag for artificial or absorbing bounding
0 = no
1 = yes
NPLOT = number of plots required (only valid for CYBER)
NITER = number of iterations in nonlinear analysis
EPMIN = convergence criteria
EPMAX = maximum value of EPMIN for stiffness recomputing
TIMLI = time up to which linear solution required
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Line 8: NPOST, NOUTP
NPOST = post processing
0 — no
1 = yes
NOUTP = output displacement and stress after every NOUTF cycles
Line 9: THICK, XKC, HIGHT, GCONS, UNITM
THICK = thickness (1.0 for plain strain and axisymmetric)
XKO = coefficient of lateral earth pressure
HIGHT = height of soil surface from origin
GCONS = gravitational constant
UNITM = unit multiplier for x and y coordinates
Line 10: YMOD(I), PR(I), RHO(I)
note: input NMATS times
YMOD(I) = Young's modulus
PR(I) = Poisson's ratio
RHO(I) = mass densidy
Line 11: MATYP, TNCUT, PHI, CHSN, PHJ, FR, EXPS,
COFK, COFKR, ETA2, RATIO, XNEG
note: input NMATS times if NMATB > 0
MATYP = material type
1 = soil
2 = rock
3 = metal
TNCUT s= tension cut off
PHI = gama
CHSN = beta
PHJ = m/2
FR = n
EXPS = ai
COFK = etal
COFKR = k
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ETA2 = R
RATIO = ru
XNEG = Jl(neg)
Procedure 2: Run Mesh8.exe
input data file

output data file

Mesk.dat
Procedure 3: Edit Load.dat

Input.dat

* Load,dat is a data file including loading information which will be adopted
by Input. dat in the next procedure.
* Format of Load, dat is as follows;
Line 1: NSLC, NLOADP
NSLC = number of surface traction
NLOADP = number of concentrated loads
Line 2: NST(I), NMD(I), NED(I), NDR(I), DL(I)
note: input NSLC times
NST = starting node
NMD = mid node (skip for 4 node element
NED = end mode
NDR = direction of traction
1 = x-direction
2 = y-direction
3 = both direction
DL = magnitude of uniformly distributed load
Line 3: NDLN(I), XLINC(I), YLINC(I)
note: input NLOAD times (if NLOAD = 0, just input 0)
NDLN = node numbers
XLINC = x-load
YLINC = y-load
Procedure 4: Edit Input.dat
* In this procedure, old Input.dat is updated by including Load.dat
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Procedure 5: Run DYSTIN.exe
input data file
Input.dat

output data file
Output,dat
For020. dat
For02S. dat

F ot 025. dat
* Output.dat is a data file showing general numerical results such as strain,
stress, damage, etc. on every Gauss points for each loading step.
* For020.dat is a data file showing damage variables r on every Gauss
points for each loading step.
* For02S.dat is a data file showing values of £ on every Gauss points for
each loading step.
* For025.dat is a data file showing values of maximum £, r and minimum
£, r on every Gauss points for each loading step.
Procedure 6: Run DifFer.exe
input data file
For020.dat

output data file
Differ.dat

* Differ, exe is a small Fortran program doing simplest calculation.
* Differ.dat is a data file showing damage difference Ar on every Gauss
points for each loading step.
Procedure 7: Edit 2d.dat
* In this procedure, For020.dat and For02S are combined and new data file
2d.dat is created.
* 2d.dat will become an input data file of program Plot2d.
Procedure 8: Run Plot2d.exe
input data file
2d.dat

output data file
Plot2d.dat

Procedure 9: Run Plot3d.exe
input data file

output data file

Differ.dat

Plot3d.dat

For020.dat

Plot3d.dat
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B.2 Examples of Data File
B.2.1 Input file:Mtsh.dat
cccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccc
c

Mesh.dat

c

cccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccc
-111
5 10
110
0 6 6 10. 10.

l.E-5
1021101844
5 1 2 0 0 0 50 .0000001 .00000101 -.01
01
1. 0. 0. 9.81 1.
37000.0 0.25 0.
1 1. .78141 -.75526 -.25 5.23697 .0106257 .15777 800. 2.5 .5 36.6475

B.2.2 Input fi\e \Load.dat
cccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccc
c

Load.dat

c

ccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccoccccc
60

121 122 123 2 4
123 124 125 2 4
125 126 127 2 4
127 128 129 2 4
129 130 131 2 4
131 132 133 2 4

0
60
121 122 123 2 4.5
123 124 125 2 4.5
125 126 127 2 4.5
127 128 129 2 4.5
129 130 131 2 4.5
131 132 133 2 4.5
0
60
121 122 123 2 5
123 124 125 2 5
125 126 127 2 5
127 128 129 2 5
129 130 131 2 5
131 132 133 2 5
0
60
121 122 123 2 5.5
123 124 125 2 5.5
125 126 127 2 5.5
127 128 129 2 5.5
129 130 131 2 5.5
131 132 133 2 5.5
0
60
121 122 123 2 6
123 124 125 26
125 126 127 2 6
127 128 129 2 6
129 130 131 2 6

121

131 132 133 2 6
0

B.2.3 Screen Information Input
* When PlotSd and PlotSd are run, different screen input information
(shown in next section) needs to be given for printing out different graph
ics on screen or on paper.
* Screen information input display for Plot2d.
'FILE NAME=': '2d.dat'
'PLOT STEP=': '1'
'x-axis: XMIN1; XINC1; XMAX1': '0., 0.1, 1.'
'x-axis: XMIN2; XINC2; XMAX2': '0., 0.01, 0.1'
'y-axis: YMIN; YINC; YMAX': '0., 0.1, 0.5'
'ENTER: 1=LASER; 2=PRINTER; 3=SCREEN; 4=POSTSCRIPT': '3'
* Screen information input display for PlotSd.
'FILE NAME=': 'for020.dat' (or 'differ.dat1)
'PLOT STEP=': '1'
'ENTER: 1=LASER; 2=PRINTER; 3=SCREEN; 4=POSTSCRIPT': '3'
'x-axis: XMIN; XINC; XMAX': '10., 1., 0.'
'y-axis: YMIN; YINC; YMAX': '10., 1., 0.'
'z-axis: ZMIN; ZINC; ZMAX': '0., 0.1, 0.6'
'2D-FILTER: NXY, NFY (in x and in y)': '3, 31
'ENTER VIEW-ANGLES: PHI, THETA': '40, 30'
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